1. Problem Statement and overall approach

- Text to music involves two difficult sub problems: text to emotion and emotion to music.
- Text to emotion is difficult due to the complexities of language and the ambiguity of emotional labels.
- Emotion to music is difficult because we are mapping low dimensional input to complex and highly patterned output.
- We use transformers to translate text to emotional labels, and then use GAN to train a generator to generate a music based on an emotional label.

2. Dataset and Pre-processing

- We use the SemEval2018 dataset of 6857 tweets with binary labels for eight emotional classes for our text to emotion model.
- We use 307 pokemon soundtracks, 92 final fantasy soundtracks, 88 pop songs and 200 emotionally labeled MIDI files which we process into sequences of notes for our emotion to music model.
- We used a bidirectional LSTM architecture for the generator and discriminator. This allows the output to obtain information from both past and forward states simultaneously.

3. Text to Emotion method

- We tested the Transformer and multiple LSTM models against each other in emotional classification of tweets
- The following is an illustration of a transformer model:

   ![Transformer Model](image)

- We were able to replicate state of the art results, and the transformer beat other models on emotional classification:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Transformer</th>
<th>LSTM</th>
<th>CNN</th>
<th>Bi-LSTM</th>
<th>SGAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SemEval</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMo</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Emotion to Music Method

- We use a GAN to train a generator to generate music from an emotional label and a noise of fixed dimension.
- We want output to both sound like real music but also have an emotional quality; thus, our output is conditioned on emotional label; this is a conditional GAN.
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- In a CGAN, conditional labels are embedded into inputs as representations. In our model, we concatenate sequences repeating the emotional classes to our note sequences. We experimented with several lengths.
- However, training a GAN with only 200 emotionally labelled music examples, there was not enough data to learn the natural music representation. We thus undertook transfer learning. You can hear the bad soundtrack (Music Demo).

5. Conclusion

- Two key takeaways:
  - Bidirectional LSTMs, transfer learning and GANs with bidirectional RNNs can be successful even with shallow networks and small data
  - Next steps (For final report):
    - Rather than manually tuning the embeddings, we can learn an embedding of emotion into musical input. We can also try deeper networks and bigger more diverse datasets.